Abstract. In this paper we introduce the notion of weakly prime left ideals in near-subtraction semigroups. Equivalent conditions for a left ideal to be weakly prime are obtained. We have also shown that if (M, L) is a weak m * -system and if P is a left ideal which is maximal with respect to containing L and not meeting M, then P is weakly prime.
Introduction
Schein [7] considered systems of the form (φ; •, \) where φ is a set of functions closed under the composition " • " of functions (and hence (φ; •) is a function semigroup) and the set theoretic subtraction "\" (and hence(φ; \) is a subtraction algebra in the sense of [1] ). Zelinka [8] discussed a problem proposed by Schein concerning the structure of multiplication in a subtraction semigroup. Eun Hwan Roh, Kyung Ho Kim, and Jong Geol Lee [6] obtained significant results in subtraction semigroups. The notion of near-subtraction semigroup was studied in [2] . We introduce the notion of weakly prime left ideals in nearsubtraction semigroup which is a generalization of prime left ideals and give some characterizations of weakly prime left ideals. In this process the concept of weak m * -system has been introduced which plays the same part as the m-system plays for prime ideals in ring and near-ring theory.
Preliminaries
Definition 2.1. A nonempty set X together with a binary operation " − " is said to be a subtraction algebra if it satisfies the following identities:
(
The subtraction determines an order relation on X : a ≤ b ⇔ a − b = 0, where a − a = 0 is an element that does not depend on the choice of a ∈ X. Example 2.2. Let A be any nonempty set. Then (P(A), \) is a subtraction algebra, where "P (A)" denotes the power set of A and "\" denotes the set theoretic subtraction.
In a subtraction algebra the following holds:
(1)
, we have the following definition of subtraction semigroup. Definition 2.3. A nonempty set X together with two binary operations " − " and "." is said to be a subtraction semigroup if it satisfies the following:
(1) (X; −) is a subtraction algebra.
(2) (X; ·) is a semigroup.
Note that it is clear that 0x = 0 and x0 = 0 for every x ∈ X.
Example 2.4. Let Γ be a subtraction algebra. Then the set M h (Γ) of all homomorphisms of Γ into Γ is a subtraction semigroup under point wise subtraction and composition of mappings. Remark 2.6. Let X be a subtraction algebra and I ⊆ X. Then the following are equivalent:
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii) Let y ∈ I and x ∈ X such that x ≤ y. Hence x − y=0. Then
Definition 2.7 ([2]). A nonempty set X together with two binary operations " − " and "." is said to be a near-subtraction semigroup if
(1) (X; −) is a subtraction algebra, (2) (X; ·) is a semigroup and
Example 2.8. Let Γ be a subtraction algebra. Then the set M (Γ) of all mappings of Γ into Γ is a near-subtraction semigroup under point wise subtraction and composition of mappings. M (Γ) is not a subtraction semigroup, because Example 2.11. Let Γ be a subtraction algebra. Then M 0 (Γ) = {f : Γ → Γ|f (0) = 0} is a zero-symmetric near-subtraction semigroup under pointwise subtraction and composition of mappings.
Now we introduce the notion of a ideal which is different from that of [2] .
Definition 2.12. Let (X, −, ·) be a near-subtraction semigroup. A nonempty subset I of X such that x − y ∈ I for every x ∈ I, y ∈ X is called (1) Suppose if X is a subtraction semigroup and I is a left ideal of X, then for i ∈ I and x, x ∈ X, we have xi−x(x −i) = xi−(xx −xi) = xi ∈ I by Property 1 of subtraction algebra. Thus we have XI ⊆ I. (2) If X is a zero-symmetric near-subtraction semigroup and I is a left ideal of X, then for i ∈ I and x ∈ X, we have xi
Remark 2.13. Let X be a zero-symmetric near-subtraction semigroup. Let I be a subset of X such that x − y ∈ I for every x ∈ I, y ∈ X. Then the following are equivalent:
(ii)⇒(i) Since X is zero-symmetric and I is a left ideal of X by Note (2), we have XI ⊆ I. Definition 2.14. Let X be a near-subtraction semigroup. For S ⊆ X, < S > denotes the ideal of X generated by S which is the intersection of all ideals of X containing S and hence is the smallest ideal of X containing S.
< S) denotes the left ideal of X generated by S which is the intersection of all left ideals of X containing S and hence is the smallest left ideal of X containing S.
Weakly prime left ideals
Unless stated otherwise throughout this paper X stands for a zero-symmetric near-subtraction semigroup.
A prime left ideal is always weakly prime. But the converse need not be true as the following example shows. 
Proof. Let i ∈ (A : B) and x ∈ X. Then for b ∈ B, (i − x)b = ib − xb ∈ A, since A is a left ideal and ib ∈ A, ∀b ∈ B. Hence (i − x)B ⊆ A. Thus i − x ∈ (A : B)
for all i ∈ (A : B) and x ∈ X. Now let i ∈ (A : B), x, x ∈ X, and b ∈ B. Then iB ⊆ A and hence ib = a for some a ∈ A. (i) P is weakly prime.
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii). Since (P ∪L 1 ) and (P ∪L 2 ) are left ideals containing P,
Theorem 3.6. For a left ideal P of X which is not two sided the following are equivalent.
(i) P is weakly prime.
Hence L 2 ⊆ P. By Theorem 3.5 (iv), P is weakly prime. Clearly every m * -system is an m-system.
A weak m * -system need not be an m * -system. In Example 3. Proof. Assume that P is a weakly prime ideal. Let X\P = M and m, n ∈ M. We claim that (m ∪ P )(< n) ∪ P ) P. Suppose not. Then by Theorem 3.5 (v), we have m ∈ P or n ∈ P, which is a contradiction to 
are left ideals properly containing P, by the maximality of P we have
Thus P is weakly prime. Proof. Suppose P is a prime left ideal of X. Let M = X\P and x 1 , x 2 ∈ M. Since P is prime we have < x 1 ) < x 2 ) P. Hence there exist
Hence P is the maximal left ideal not meeting M. Suppose A is any two-sided ideal not meeting M, then A ⊆ X\M. Hence A ⊆ P. But B(P ) is the largest two-sided ideal contained in P. Hence A ⊆ B(P ). Thus B(P ) is the maximal two-sided ideal not meeting M.
Conversely, let M be any m * -system. Let P be a maximal left ideal not meeting M and let B(P ) be a maximal two-sided ideal not meeting M. We show that P is prime. Suppose that there exist left ideals L 1 and
Since (P : L 2 ) is an ideal, < L 1 >⊆ (P : L 2 ) and thus < L 1 > L 2 ⊆ P. Hence (< L 1 > ∪B(P ))(P ∪ L 2 ) ⊆ P. Since L 1 P and L 1 ⊆< L 1 >, we have < L 1 > P. Now since B(P ) is the largest two-sided ideal contained in P and since < L 1 > P, < L 1 > ∪B(P ) is a two-sided ideal properly containing B(P ). Hence by the maximality of B(P ), there is an m 1 ∈ (< L 1 > ∪B(P ))∩M. Also since L 2 P, P ∪ L 2 is a left ideal properly containing P. Hence by the maximality of P there is an m 2 ∈ (P ∪L 2 )∩M. Since m 1 , m 2 ∈ M and M is an m * -system, there exist m 1 ∈ < m 1 > and m 2 ∈ < m 2 ) such that m 1 m 2 ∈ M. But m 1 ∈ < m 1 >⊆< L 1 > ∪B(P ) and m 2 ∈ < m 2 ) ⊆ P ∪ L 2 . Hence m 1 m 2 ∈ (< L 1 > ∪B(P ))(P ∪ L 2 ) ⊆ P. Thus m 1 m 2 ∈ P ∩ M, a contradiction. Therefore L 1 L 2 P. Hence P is a prime ideal.
